Completely positive maps on £/*-algebras with identity are characterized in terms of ""-representations on Hubert space. A result on restricted multiplicativity of such maps is established, from which it follows that completely positive maps which take unitaries to unitaries are *-homomorphisms. It is also shown that positive maps on commutative t/*-algebras with identity are completely positive.
Banach algebras with involution may be profitably studied in the purely algebraic setting of C/*-algebras, recently introduced by Palmer. In this paper we give ¿7*-algebra versions of two results of Stinespring concerning completely positive linear maps of 5*-algebras into the algebra of bounded operators on a Hubert space. We also show that if 99 is a 1 -preserving completely positive map on a C/*-algebra A with identity, then the set {xeA: q>(x*x) = <p(x)*<p(x)} is a subalgebra of A on which cp is multiplicative.
1. Preliminaries. All algebras and spaces considered here will be over the complex field C. An algebra A with involution a->a* (henceforth calleda *-algebra) is a U*-algebra if it is the span of the set {v e A:v+v* = v*v=vv*}. Elements of this set are called quasi-unitary. If A is a *-algebra with multiplicative identity 1, then ueA is unitary (uu* = u*u=\) iff 1 -w is quasi-unitary, so a ¿7*-algebra with 1 is spanned by its unitaries. All Banach *-algebras are f7*-algebras. For a summary of important results on <7*-algebras, see [2] ; details may be found in [3, §2.2].
Let § be a Hubert space, B(9f) the algebra of bounded operators on §. A linear map 9? from a *-algebra A into B(9y) is called positive if <p(a*a) is a positive operator for all a e A. We call 95 completely positive if for every rtï^l and every ax, ■ ■ ■ , an e A, £ls • • • , £n e §, we have i.i Let A(n) denote the algebra of zzx« matrices with entries from A, made into a *-algebra by defining [aij]*=[a%] for matrices [ai}] e Ain). We get a map cpn from Aln) into B( §>)(n) (regarded as the algebra of bounded operators on the Hubert space direct sum of n copies of Sif) by setting 9,n([a¿jl)=[|Kí¡í¿j)] f°r eacn \.aij\ G^(«)-Easy computations show that cp is completely positive iff <pn is positive for all zz^ 1. Complete positivity is a stronger notion than positivity; for example, the map which sends each 2x2 matrix to its transpose is positive but not completely positive. Completely positive maps on £*-algebras are discussed in [1] and [5] .
2. Characterization of complete positivity. If A is a *-algebra, 7r â representation of A on a Hubert space R, and Va bounded linear map from another Hubert space § into R, then a direct computation shows that the map cp:A^>-B($y) defined by (p(a)=V*Tr(a)V for a e A is completely positive. Stinespring [5] showed that all completely positive maps from a 5*-algebra with 1 have this form. Arveson's slightly simplified proof of this result in [1] can be modified to give a characterization of completely positive maps on ¡7*-algebras with 1. Then (x, x)^0 for all x e R0 (since cp is completely positive) and (x, j) = (y, x) for all x, y e R0 (since cp is a *-map), so (•, •) is a semi-inner product on R0. Make R0 into a left ^-module by defining
Observe that if u e A is unitary, then (u-x, u-x)-(x, x) for all x e R0. Let yi0={x £ R0:(x, x)=0}. The usual arguments show that 9Î0 is a linear subspace of R0 and Ä0/5R0 is a pre-Hilbert space in the inner product (x+9il0, y+3lo)=(x, y). If u e A is unitary and x e 9t0, then u-x e 9i0.
[August Since A is spanned by its unitaries, this is enough to show that a-3Î0S 9l0 for all a e A. For each a e A, we can thus define a linear map ir0(a) on ft0/5î0 by 7r0(fl)(x+3il0)=a-x-r-5R0. For x,y e St0 and aeA, we have (770(a)(x+3c0), j+3t0)=(a-x, j)=(x, a*-y)=(x+%, n0(a*)(y+%)), so 7T0 is a ^representation of/I on ft0/310. If u e A is unitary, then tt0(u) is an isometry of ft0/9ïo-Each 7r0(a), being a linear combination of isometries, is therefore continuous with respect to the inner product on ft0/9c0 and extends uniquely to a bounded operator tt(o) on the Hubert space completion ft of ft0/sJi0. Tr is a ^representation of A on ft. 
Corollary.
If 99 : A^>-B(9)) is completely positive and takes unitaries to unitaries, then <p is a *-homomorphism.
Proof.
Observe that 99(1), being positive and unitary, must be / §, and apply the theorem to see that (p(yu)=y(y)cp(u) for each ye A and each unitary ue A. Since A is spanned by its unitaries, 99 is multiplicative on A. It has already been noted that 99 is a *-map, so 99 is a ^homomor-phism.
We remark that the above corollary also follows from the proof of Theorem 2.2.7 in [1] . 4 . Factorization through B*-algebras.
The Gel'fand-Naimark pseudonorm y on a f/*-algebra A is defined by y(a) = sup{||7r(a)||:7r a *-representation of A on Hilbert space} for a £ A. Since A is the span of its quasi-unitaries, it is clear that y(a) is finite for each a e A. y is an algebra pseudonorm A and satisfies the B* condition y(a*a) = y(a)2 for all a e A. Let AR be the intersection of all kernels of "-representations of A on Hubert space, the so-called *-radical of A. y vanishes precisely on AR, so A\AR is a normed *-algebra in the norm induced by y. Let B be the completion of A\AR in this norm. B is then a 5*-algebra. Let %p denote the natural *-homomorphism of A into B. We can now "factor" 99 through B. Since 99 vanishes on AR, it induces a positive map q>:A/AR->-B($)). <f> is continuous with respect to the norm on A\AR induced by y and hence extends to a positive map on B. We have cp = q> ° xp.
Commutative
t/*-algebras. Stinespring [5] shows that every positive map from a commutative i?*-algebra into B(fsy) is completely positive. The proof of this result relies heavily on realizing such an algebra as the algebra of continuous functions vanishing at infinity on a locally compact Hausdorff space, and so cannot be generalized to C/*-algebras directly. By using the factorization developed above, however, we may apply Stinespring's result to get the following theorem. 
